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Tuesday: Focus on plot + character:

Plot - design a 'memory palace' to take us through the key events of the plot. (I'm still thinking through how this will work)

Characters - try to learn one bold sentence each (split up amongst class) (retrieval practice) - 

1. read out loud to yourself

2. cover right hand column and try to say it from memory

3. look away and try to say whole thing from memory

4. test your partner until you are both perfect

5. write it down from memory

6. learn your partner's sentence

7. move on to learn a new sentence each and repeat.

Point out they can use this same structure to revise at home.

Wednesday (double): focus on themes

1. Rewrite each theme note in brief in your own words, using advanced vocabulary from the KO as much as possible. We will probably stop and explain themes (elaboration) quite a bit at 
this point , look for related videos etc. where students are stuck on a concept. The key will be getting students to articulate the complex ideas in their own words.

2. Try to learn theme summaries using similar method to yesterday.

3. As a class plan an essay on 'how does Dickens present Scrooge' - connecting him to each relevant theme.

4. Write the essay including themes from memory (?) or plan another essay more independently e.g. how does Dickens present the ghosts

Thursday:  Focus on context

Similar structure to Weds lesson - if it worked...



AIM: learn the bold sentences about characters
1. read out loud to yourself
2. cover right hand column and try to say it from 
memory
3. look away and try to say whole thing from memory
4. test your partner until you are both perfect
5. write it down from memory
6. learn your partner's sentence
7. move on to learn a new sentence each and repeat.






